May 11, 2021

The Honorable Derek Merrin
Chairman
House Ways and Means Committee
Vern Riffe Center
77 South High Street, 13th floor
Columbus, OH 43215
Dear Chairman Merrin:
Since the inception of the commercial activity tax (CAT), The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association,
The Ohio Society of CPAs, Ohio State Bar Association, Ohio Chemistry Technology Council,
Ohio State Medical Association, and Ohio Dental Association have been united in opposition to
diluting the CAT base.
The CAT is a broad-based, low-rate tax that applies to gross receipts from virtually all business
activities conducted in Ohio. It was enacted to conform to the four main elements of sound tax
policy: equality, simplicity of compliance, transparency, and minimal disruption in economic
decisions. The CAT promotes equality in that it applies to virtually all business activity in the
state. It is simple due to the minimal calculations needed to determine the tax base and
relatively few credits or exclusions. It is relatively transparent, while there is some pyramiding,
that is ameliorated by the low rate. Finally, because of the broad base and low rate, it minimizes
the intrusion of tax considerations in economic decisions.
House Bill 165 authorizes tax incentives for the retail sale of high-ethanol blend motor fuel at
retail fueling stations. One of the tax incentives is a credit against the retail dealer’s CAT liability.
When the CAT was first enacted, there were few exclusions and credits from the CAT. The tax
expenditure associated with those exclusions in 2010, the first year the tax was fully phased in,
totaled approximately $300 million. Those exclusions were built into the tax as enacted and the
0.26 percent rate was established with those exclusions in mind.
In its fiscal year 2022 tax expenditure report, the Department of Taxation lists a larger number of
exclusions and credits to the CAT. The total cost of those expenditures, without consideration of
the credits, is nearly $700 million! Thus, since its enactment, CAT credits and exclusions have
more than doubled the amount of the tax expenditure.

The CAT was created to fix an archaic business taxing system in Ohio that was riddled with
exemptions and credits. The old system failed to promote sound tax policy by eroding the tax
base and piling disproportionate payments on certain industries. We would request the
committee remove the CAT credit provisions from House Bill 165 in order to preserve the tax’s
base and rate.
Thank you for considering our position of preserving the broad-base, low-rate nature of the CAT
with very few exclusions and weighing the potential consequences of new credits.
Sincerely,
Rob Brundrett
The Ohio Manufacturers’
Association

Greg Saul
The Ohio Society of CPAs

Scott Lundregan
Ohio State Bar Association

Joe Rosato
Ohio State Medical
Association

Jennifer Klein
Ohio Chemistry Technology
Council

David J. Owsiany
Ohio Dental Association

